Classic telecommunications is the business of providing services like the public switched telephone network, or PSTN. The Internet is a different concept, providing a common infrastructure for all services. Yet the very power of the Internet, which allows us to tunnel through legacy telecom, has also led us to accept the idea that it is just another service, like PSTN.
In the 1990s this was the plan for home computers, too. Working at Microsoft (Jan. 1995), I realized that home networking could be do-it-yourself rather than a service with a monthly bill and restrictions on what we do. I took the approach of removing complexity rather than adding solutions. Windows 98se supported the necessary protocols to "just work." This involved the requirement that the user would not have to buy any service beyond a single IP but share a single IP address. I wanted to use IPv6 so each device would have a first-class presence. But because IPv6 was not available at the time, I used Network Address Translation to share a single IPv4 address.
Rather than make the home network smarter and more cognizant of the particulars of the home, we must honor the end-to-end principle and treat the Internet as infrastructure. Developers would thus be relieved of the impossible burden of having to understand the home environment and its inhabitants. Any number of approaches could coexist.
Today's Internet protocols date from when big computers were immobile and relationships could be defined through fixed IP addresses. To preserve this simplicity, we need stable relationships for our untethered devices. This way, we could address sources of complexity rather than their symptoms.
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fewer Lines of Code for more Results
In Poul-Henning Kamp's article "The Most Expensive One-Byte Mistake" (Sept. 2011), did Ken, Dennis, and Brian indeed choose wrong with NUL-terminated text strings? I say they chose correctly, then and now. The reason C is dying and nobody has used PL/I, Algol, or Pascal for real work for the past 30 years is that C makes it possible to accomplish a lot in a few lines of intuitive code despite requiring little memory or CPU power. Searching and comparing NUL-terminated strings can be accomplished with such short code segments; programmers hardly need a standard library, and code compiles into a few PDP-11 machine instructions. Failing to check untrusted data is fatal in any language.
C allows fast simple code written by competent programmers, and simple code tends to be less buggy and more readable than complex code. For programmers who still want to use address + length strings, such use can be accomplished in just a few lines. There is, of course, the strlen() function to measure the string's length and the fgets() function to limit how many characters to read into a string from a file.
Sure, copying large strings can run faster with newer hardware if the string lengths are known. This is a trade-off, and programmers can, if desired, use address + length strings in C and even word-align them. For others, there is always "C with Training Wheels," a.k.a. Pascal or Java, if one is in no special hurry for results.
Good programmers write secure code; bad programmers write insecure, buggy code. Good practices are more valuable than "magic" language features. The largest Java application I know is also the buggiest application I know.
